Explainer

Engaging employees
in their benefits during
COVID-19
A decision support tool like IBM Benefits Mentor with Watson can help boost engagement
and drive better, more informed benefits decisions during and after the pandemic.

Introduction
COVID-19 has caused major disruption in the healthcare industry.
And it’s had a broad impact, including on the way employees
make benefits decisions. Many have deferred care while others
have changed their preferred plan in light of COVID-19. Research
also shows that employees are taking enrollment more seriously
during the pandemic.
New trends — and hence, challenges — have emerged as employees
continue to navigate change and uncertainty in 2021. This has
accelerated the need for tools and strategies that: 1) effectively
engage employees in their benefits and 2) help them make more
informed, cost-effective benefits decisions during open enrollment.

Current benefits trends and challenges

41%

56%

of U.S. adults deferred medical
care in 2020 1

of people are confused when
it comes to health insurance,
and the pandemic has magnified
the problem3

44%

64%

of Americans said COVID-19
has influenced — or will
influence — their preferred
health plan 2

of employees say they’re
paying more attention to
their benefits and spending
more time reviewing and
understanding them 4
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How IBM Benefits Mentor with Watson can help
transform the enrollment experience
IBM Benefits Mentor with Watson can help employers address
benefits challenges that have emerged as a result of COVID-19.
It’s designed to bolster engagement while helping employees
make smarter benefits decisions.

Learn more:
ibm.com/watsonhealth
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Leverage data and AI
to drive personalization
Make it easy for employees
to find their best-fit plan by
analyzing personal claims
data and modeling utilization.

Deliver a simple user experience
Guide employees through the
enrollment process with simple
interfaces, easy navigation and
conversational AI.
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Support health
insurance literacy
Build confidence with educational
content designed to help employees
make smarter plan choices.

Provide flexible
component options
Enable employees to view
benefits information through
various formats, including print,
email and digital applications.

For more information
Contact your local sales representative or schedule a consultation
to learn more about our capabilities and how you can prepare for
the upcoming enrollment period. Watch this demo to learn about the
benefits of IBM Benefits Mentor with Watson and how the tool works.

Footnotes
1. https://www.aha.org/news/headline/2020-09-11-study-4-10-us-adults-deferred-medical-care-due
-covid-19-worries
2. https://newsroom.uhc.com/news-releases/2020-consumer-survey.html
3. https://www.benefitspro.com/2021/02/10/consumers-earn-a-d-on-health-insuranceknowledge
4. https://www.unum.com/about/newsroom/2020/november/open-enrollment-2020
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